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A Step-by-Step Guide to Transitioning Your Hair
While Growing Through Life’s Changes
Diana Ramsey founded SistersWithBeauty® in 2011
to provide an outlet for her love of maintaining
and styling natural hair. Her passion for all things
natural hair garnered her a fast-growing following
of women who were on a mission to love and learn
all about their curls. As a committed blogger, brand
ambassador, and expert on textured hair, Diana
created more than 600 hairstyles for naturalistas. This
passion allowed her opportunities to travel, meet
new people, and do what she loved.
Then one day, it all fell apart. The passion she’d
once felt for all things natural hair fizzled out. In its
place was an emptiness she couldn’t explain. After

some intense and painful soul searching, Diana
realized her loss of joy and purpose was less about
hair and more about an unexpected transition taking
place internally. Unpleasant events, situations, and
fears she had buried in her love of hair surfaced at the
intersection of her pain and purpose. This is the story
of how she overcame those obstacles.
Not only is this book a step-by-step guide to
transitioning your hair as a natural, it is a deeply
personal look into how Diana learned to confront and
finally embrace her painful past, in her own powerful
Butterfly Transition. This much-needed resource
for naturals, naturals in transition, and women
considering a transition shares everything from basic
information and tools you need for a successful
transition, to how to overcome obstacles in every
area of your life.
Be prepared to laugh, cry, and discover the
person you were meant to be, one curl at
a time. Welcome to the new line of demarcation,
where your hair and your life meet. It’s time to give
them both the attention they deserve.
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Beauty Blogger Diana Ramsey Releases Butterfly Transition, the First Book of its Kind Providing Women
the Tools and Inspiration to Transform Their Natural Hair and Their Lives Successfully
Washington, DC - The Oracle Group International is excited to announce the publication of Butterfly Transition:
A Step-by-Step Guide to Transitioning Your Hair While Growing Through Life’s Changes, by Diana Ramsey,
popular beauty blogger and natural hair expert. Butterfly Transition is a transformational guide with a powerful
message of self-acceptance through change.
Written for the woman striving to take better care of her hair, mind, body, and spirit, Diana’s story is proof
that your transition isn’t the end—it’s only the beginning of who you were meant to become. From being a
“Daddyless Daughter” and losing her brother in a tragic death, to figuring out how to transition from relaxed
to natural, every chapter of this inspirational story boldly and transparently exposes the author’s painful past,
while encouraging the freedom, forgiveness, and fearlessness every woman needs to survive and thrive after
difficult situations.
This author, speaker, and change agent, has created more than 600 hairstyles and published content on
sisterswithbeauty.com to help women rock their natural hair with confidence and style. As a civilian employee
in the United States Air Force, Diana has experienced a fair share of uncertainty and fear while navigating life’s
changes. In the face of her depression, her hair transition saved her, showing her the intersection between hair
and life. Her story and her strategies make this book a book for all textures. Butterfly Transition is the new line of
demarcation, where your hair and life meet.
Butterfly Transition offers women an inspirational story of pain, loss, fear, discovery, and healing that we all must
go through. Never before has the connection been made so powerfully, between the changes in your hair and
those in your life—until now. Diana uses her story to help women overcome their fears and turn them into fuel
for realizing their dreams. She is available for media and speaking engagements upon request. For additional
information, visit www.sisterswithbeauty.com.
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Diana Ramsey is the author of Butterfly Transition: A
Step-by-Step Guide to Transitioning Your Hair While
Growing Through Life’s Changes. She holds a Master’s
degree in Information Technology Management from
Webster University, and a Bachelor of Science in
Entrepreneurship from Norfolk State University. She
resides in Washington, DC and is a lover of Saturday
brunch, dipping sauces and thrift shopping. Diana’s
purpose is to positively impact the lives of women
who strive to better care for their mind, body, and
spirit through her lifestyle brand, SistersWithbeauty,
launched in 2011.
Diana first burst onto the scene by bringing an
innovative perspective to the natural hair community,
always encouraging smart consumer decisions
from her followers. When she’s not talking hair and
life transitions, she is in the Pentagon, supporting
the warfighter as a civil service employee in the

United States Air Force. As a Project Manager, she
manages technology projects by balancing strong
communication skills with technical intellect.
Diana’s dedication to motivating women to live
life to the fullest and express their true selves through
their hair has allowed her to become an online
content creator for major media outlets, most notably
Hype Hair Magazine. She has interviewed celebrities
for Huff Post Live and forged working relationships
with major brands in the natural hair community. She
has written for the popular African-American website
Black and Married with Kids and was appointed
creative control over her first column, “Butterfly Talk,”
in Encore HD Magazine. Through SistersWithBeauty,
Diana is living in her purpose, inspiring women by
any strand necessary and encouraging women to
tranform their hair and their lives—successfully.

“It is in our own truth that
we set ourselves free.”
- DIANA RAMSEY

